Jonnie Lawes
TRIANGLES VERDIGRIS
If you like geometrics...you're in the right place. And all Jonnie's designs can easily be custom coloured...

More Jonnie Lawes designs (33)

Trees Geo

Landscape

Slatted

Slatted Outline

Collage Round

Collage Block

Collage Shapes

Rhombus

Wedge

ANGEL GREEN and YELLOW

ANGEL PINK and GREEN

SHATTER BROWN

SHATTER COPPER

TRIANGLES CITRINE

TRIANGLES GREEN

TRIANGLES ORANGE

TRIANGLES VERDIGRIS

POLYGON BURNT ORANGE

POLYGON

GEOMETRIC GREY GREEN

GEOMETRIC METALLIC

DIAMOND BLACK

DIAMOND WHITE

PINNACLE GREEN

PINNACLE PINK

FRAGMENTS LIGHT

FRAGMENTS DARK

Triangles

TRIANGLES TOO

Shards Pale

SHARDS AZURE

SHARDS AZURE

SHARDS

About Jonnie Lawes

Jonnie Lawes is an internet exclusive.

 My library needs updating. Please contact me

Jonnie's designs can be found in fashion, posters, and of
course interiors. Having graduated in Printed Textiles and

Specification

Surface Pattern Design from Leeds College of Art, his love
of graphic bold shapes, simple architectural and geometric
forms caught our eye. These designs look great at any
scale - and can be resized to fit any space.
Jonnie Lawes' designs are digitally printed, giving you the
opportunity to add your own personal touch. Colours can
be customised, and designs can be printed onto different

Fabric backed vinyl wallcovering 
Window Graphics 
Digitally printed / made to measure 
Colours can be customised 

grounds with stunning results. All designs are available as

Sold by the Square metre

wallcoverings or window graphics.

Euroclass B  Marine (please enquire)  Class 0 and 1 

If required as a wallcovering, we print onto Digifort fabricbacked vinyl - a specialist print media, or onto any of our
standard wallcoverings; from chunky stone textures thru to
iridescent and metallic surfaces too. The combinations are
endless.
We can enlarge/shrink and repeat these patterns as
required. Turn round is fast and there's no minimum order.

See Data Download below for further information.
Watch our video to see how Digital wallcovering is
made and installed.

 Technical data downloads
jonnie-lawes-technical.pdf  how-to-install-digitally-printedwallcoverings.pdf  artwork-guide.pdf 

If you like Jonnie Lawes, you might like...

Laura Hart

Tartan And Plaid

